
APPENDIX D

DECLENSION

DO. THE GREEK DECLENSION SYSTEM

DO.l THE NATURE OF DECLENSION

D0.11 There are two types of inflection in Greek: the addition to the stem of (a) suffixes with
person and number - the pronoun sffixes of the verb (which are dealt with in Appendix C); and
(b) suffrxes with number and case, the numbercase sffixes. Each numbercase suffix is a single
morph which cannot be further subdivided and which simultaneously indicates both the number
and the case of the word.

D0.12 The words which take numbercase suffixes are: nouns, adjectives, pronouns, participles,
and the article. The number aspect of the suffix indicates either singular or plural. The case aspect
of the suffix indicates the relationship of the word to the rest of the sentence (see #2.2ff. and
#8.1ff.).

D0.13 To set out the range of numbercase forms for a word is to decline it. A group of words
which all follow the same basic pattern of declining their forms comprise a declension. There are
three declensions in Greek (which for convenience can be designated D1, D2, and D3). A set of the
forms for a word, with the different numbercase suffixes, is called a flexion Where a particular
flexion provides a pattern for the way in which the numbercase suffixes are added to a particular
stem phoneme, this is called a paradigra. Usually a particular paradigm will be followed by a
number of words, but in some instances it can happen (especially with the Third Declension) that
in the New Testament only a small number of words - perhaps only a single word - will occur
which ends in a particular phoneme or phoneme group. Thus paradigms occur which are followed
by a very few New Testament words, perhaps by only one.

D0.L4 There are two different orders which are used by grammarians for setting out the forms of a
flexion. Some grammar books use the order: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, dative;
others prefer: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative. The preponderance of reasons
favours the first of these alternatives, as the footnote explains.36 This therefore is the order in which
the forms of a flexion are given in this book. It is suggested that students will find it advantageous
to use this order for leaming them.

DO.2 THE FORMATION OF DECLENSION FLEXIONS

D0.21 There are two ways in which Greek adds the numbercase suffixes to produce the forms of
the Declension flexions: either (a) directly to the noun root, or word-base; or (b) with a "linking"
vowel.

D0.22 This linking vowel or link vowel may be either -d,- or -o-. Thus for words which use a
linking vowel, the stem consists of the root plus the linking vowel, which may therefore also be
described as the stem vowel.In contrast, when the root itself ends in a vowel, this vowel can be
referred to as the root vowel. (The link vowel has no meaning and therefore is not itself a morph -
see #83.36.)

D0.23 A number of nouns take -a- as their stem vowel and these together comprise the First
Declension. AII those which take -o- as their stem vowel comprise the Second Declension. Those
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which have no stem vowel, adding the numbercase suffixes directly to their root, comprise the
Third Declension.

D0"24 The stem vowel undergoes some modification as follows:

(a) The -a- stem vowel lengthens to -4- in the singular of all words except those with the root
ending in -p, -t, -8, a sibilant, or some specific words;

(b) The -o- stem vowel shortens further to -s- in the vocative.

D0.25 It is interesting to compare these delineating features of the three Declensions with the form
of the aspect morph which is added in the formation of the aorist active and middle of the three
verb Conjugations:

Declension/Conj ugation :

Nouns: stem vowel added to noun root:
Aorist of verbs: aspect morph added to verb root:

First
-a-

-oa-

Second

-o-(-e-)
-o /e-

Third
none
none

Note: v. in this Table is an abbreviation for..vowel',.
la indicates zero' the absence of any phoneme, where this absence of a phoneme is itself of significance and thus is amorph. (This is known as a zero morph.371

D0'27 contraction of vowels will take place when the numbercase suffix as above is added to astem or root vowel. Thus:

s G Kupto+o + mtpiou; yeve(o)+oE -> ytu.oog; but no)"e+oq + n6).eaq
_q rcup&a+t ) Kap.6iq; rcupt@+t - *rp,irt,;;i;;;;- odirr' 

"-' --*i
P N Qawa+t + Qawai; *opro+t _> rctipioi; ioli*rg: ;iir;;"A rcap&a+€q + rcap,iaq; Kupto+eg ) *.otrrli Ogirl,g*e, + Baoil.eigc Qavcl+av + Qav6v; K,pto+@v ) *piiii;;;r,p;;rirli* J Biirrcrv
only limited contraction occurs when vowels are blought together by the disappearance ofdigamma (as for example in regard to Baotiiay; see #D3.4).

D0'28 The genitive singular of Dl masculine words takes the D2.9nding (stem vowel -o- plusnumbercase suffix -o, j ou, as. in pa-eicooj, ,rrur differentiuting this form from the nominativesingular (ttaenfil6) with which it would t" id"ntical if it were io f,uu" taken G usual Dl genitivesingular ending.

D0'29 These factors give rise to the various paradigms within each of the three Declensions.

D0.26 The numbercase suffixes added to the noun stern to give its forms are:

SUFFIX
VARIANTS FOR

MASC. & FEM. WORDS
VARIANTS FOR

NEUTER WORDS
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BfiAt in Dl feminine.
Last vowel shortens if possible
Consonant stems (D3) take -u.

In place of g, take v or AI.
Identical with nominative.
Identical with nominative.

pl takes -9,D2 takes -o, andD3 takes -og.
Dl & D2: stem v. lengthens; -r subscript; D3: Root v. stays as is.
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IP NV Dl & D2take -UD3 takes -eg.
But -ef after a vowel.

Always adds -ato root.
Identical with nominative.

stem vowel (but not usually root vowel) contracts with -aly.
Dl and D2take ry,butD3 takes or.
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D1.. THE FIRST DECLENSION

There are five paradigms of the First Declension:

FEMININE NOUNS

DL.l prcroot Dl.2 c. root D1.3 oroot
r7 rcapdia q Qavi rt 66(a

heart voice glory
STEM: rcap&+a Qav+a 6o$+a

LEARN TO READ THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT

MASCULINE NOUNS

Dl.4 pw root D1..5 c. root
6 veaviaq o pa?qrrlg
young man disciple
veavl+a pa?qr+a
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rcap6ia

rcap6iav
rcap6iag
rcap6ig
rcap6iat
rcapdiag
rcap&6v
rcap6iaq

Qavi

Qavriv
Qavfis
Qavfi
Qavai
QavdE
Qotvdtv
QavaiE

6o(a

^-ooqav
6o€nE
6o€n

66f.at
66$ag
6o$6v
6o(aq

vtavtaE
vedvta
veavtav
vtavlol)
vedvlq,
veavtaL
vtavlaS
veavtdv
vedvLanE,

pa?ncnE
lta?qrd
7ta?qu1v
lra?qroO
ttaenq
lta1qcai
pa9qrdg
paOqrCtv
pa9ryrdE

D1.6 NOTES ON THE FIRST DBCLENSION

DL.6L First Declension nouns have the characteristic that they all add the linking vowel -a- to the
noun root to form their stem, before taking their numbercase suffixes. But (as explained below)
some words lengthen this vowel to -4- throughout the singular, and a few lengthen the -a- to -4- in
the genitive and dative singular only. There are also some differences between masculine and
feminine forms. These factors produce the five paradigms of the singular - there is only one
pattern for the plural of the First Declension.
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root I ending
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numbercase
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numbercase
suffix
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D1.62 The numbercase suffix for the nominative singular of the feminine paradigms is A, the zero
morph. That is, it is the fact that there is nothing added to the stem which indicates that the form is
nominative singular. There is no separate feminine form of the vocative, and the nominative form
is used for vocative when required. The numbercase suffix for the dative singular is -r, which in the
First Declension is always written subscript. In the genitive plural the linking vowel -o- plus the
numbercase suffix -avhave contracted into -6v, andthus in this Declension the -6v always carries
the circumflex accent. It is at times useful to note that a genitive plural in -av (that is, without the
circumflex) therefore cannot be First Declension and must be either Second or Third Declension
(or in fact not actually a genitive plural at all), while a genitive plural in -dv could be First,
Second, or Third Declension.

DL.63 When the root of a First Declension feminine noun ends i, -p, -r or -e, then the linking
vowel is -a- throughout, as for rap6ia, D1.1. (-a following -p, -L or -€ is often referred to by
grammarians as "-d pute".) The nouns with roots ending in -p, -r or -€ can be collectively
categonzed as "pte nouns", and their paradigm, D1.1, called the "pte paradigm".) There are 310
New Testament words which follow this paradigm (including one word, otod, which is irregular
in that it takes -a- after a root letter that is not -p, -r, or -d8).
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D1.64 When the root of a First Declension feminine noun ends in a consonant or a vowel other
than -p, -L or -q then (unless it follows the -oparadigm Dl.3) the linking vowel -a- lengthens to
-n- in all forms of the singular. This paradigm (D1.2, consonant root, abbreviated to c. root) is
followed by 191 New Testament words, 185 of them with a consonant root, four ending in -o4
(droi and its compounds; d).6r7, \oi, and rwoi), one in -@n (fu)D, and one in -eDi
(napaorceui).It is therefore referred to as the "feminine Consonant Stem Paradigm".

DL.65 When the root of a First Declension feminine noun ends in a sibilant (-€, -o, or a double
letter containing o), then the linking vowel -a- is retained in the nominative and accusative
singular, but lengthens to -n- inthe genitive and dative singular, as for 66(a. This paradigm (D1.3)
is therefore referred to as the "Sigma Stem Paradigm" or "sibilant Paradigm". There are also four
nouns in -pa (see below) which are irregular in that instead of following rcapfiia (the prc
Paradigm) they decline hke 66(a. Further, there are ten nouns in the New Testament which are
irregular in taking -a- as their linking vowel in their lexical form (the nominative singular) when
they have a root ending in a consonant; all of these nouns follow 6o$a. There are in the New
Testament a total of 22 nouns which follow 66(a:

SIBILANT ROOT
(8 nouns)

Baoifuooa (4) queen

prc ROOT
(4 nouns)

lrdyarya (29) sword
rLriltpupa (1) flood
npEpa (2) prow
oretpa (7) cohort

CONSONANT ROOT
(10 nouns)

d,rcavila (14) thornplant
yayypawa (1) gangrene
ytevva (12) gehenna
Ep6va (5) snake
06e).La (1) whirlwind
peyrBptlva (1) parchment

lrtptpva (6) concern
np61;a (3) stern (of boat)
nrtpva (1) heel
olnipva (2) myrrh

vd(a (1) treasury

fltfiooa (50) tongue
6o{a (165) glory
ild,Laooa (91) sea

ii(a (16) root
rpdne(a (15) table
26rfi,a(a (4) hail
(The number after each word indicates the number of
times it occurs in the New Testament.)

D1.66 When a First Declension noun is masculine, then (ike the feminine) it also takes -d- as its
linking vowel after prc roots, and lengthens this to -n- after other roots. It has four masculine
distinctive characteristics: (a) There is no equivalent to the 66(a Paradigm; (b) It adds the
characteristic masculine -g in the nominative singular: (c) It takes -ou as its genitive singular
ending (stem vowel -o- contracted with numbercase suffix -o); (d) It has a separate vocative
singular form, in -u (occasionally, in -q for some masculine names in -qO.(Note that in features
(b) and (c) the First Declension masculines parallel the Second Declension.) Apart from these
features, Dl masculine nouns follow the same pattern of declension as the feminines.

D1.67 Some proper names have forms that differ slightly from those given in the above five
paradigms. These differences usually affect only one letter in a single numbercase form and are
thus not likely to prevent recognition of the word, ffid forms containing these differences occur
very rarely in the New Testament, so it is not considered necessary to list them all here.

D1.68 Of the 635 First Declension nouns in the New Testament (excluding name s), 82Vo (523) are
feminine, and lSVo (ll2) are masculine. There are no neuters of the First Declension in Greek.

D2. THE SECOND DECLENSION

There are two commonly-occurring paradigms of the Second Declension found in the New
Testament, together with the special flexion fot 'Ir7oo0g', "Jesus". For convenience of understand-
ing and learning, they are given here with the article, and meanings.
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D2.I MASCULINE NOUNS
6 )"oyog
the word
Loy+o

D2.2 NEUTER NOUNS
rb Epyov
the work

bpy+o

D2,3
'IrToo0g
Jesus

'Ir7oo+o
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6 Lotos
)"oye

rbv ),67ov
roo )"6',pD
r@ LoyE

oi )"67ot
roig L67oug
rdv L6yav
rotg )"6yory

the word (subject)
O word!
the word (object)
of the word
tolfor the word

the words (subject)
the words (object)
of the words
to/for the words

the work (subject)
O work!
the work (object)
of the work
to/for the work
the works (subject)
the works (object)
of the works
tolfor the works

rb Epyov
Epyov

d 6pyov
ro0 6pyoo
r@ EpvQ,

rd Epya
rd, Epya
rdv Epyav
rotq, tpyotE

'Ir7ooA6,

'Iqoo0
'IqooAv
'h7oo0
'h1oo0
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D2.4 NOTES ON THB SECOND DECLENSION

D2.41 The New Testament also contains a very small number of forms from other Second

Declension paradigms: the contracted neuter noun 6oro0v, "bone" (nominative and accusative

plural, 6od,a), and'Ano)),ag, "Apollos", with lengthened stem vowel, and a negligible number of
other words. A Greek commentary will comment on these words when they are encountered.

D2.42 Second Declension nouns have the characteristic that they all add the linking vowel -o- to
the noun root to form their stem before taking their numbercase suffixes. In the vocative singular
the linking or stem vowel shortens further to -t, and in the dative singular and genitive plural it
lengthens to -rrl. Where the word's accent falls on the final syllable the genitive plural will carry the

circumflex, -C)v, and where the accent falls on an earlier syllable the genitive plural will have an

acute on the syllable before last, lcov.

D2.43 Counting simplex and compound forms of a noun as one noun, and omitting names, there
are 595 Second Declension nouns in the New Testament,58Vo (347) of which are masculine in -o5,

and 33Vo (196) of which are neuter in -ov. In addition there arc 5Vo (28) which are feminine, 2Vo

(11) which can be either masculine or feminine and indicate a sex difference for the word (as for
example , 6 0upap6g, "male doorkeep er"; i ?upcopog, "female doorkeeper"), and 2%o ( 1 1) which
may be either masculine or feminine without indicating any difference of meaning of any kind; all
theie 50 words which either are or can be feminine end in -og and follow the paradigm of )"oyog
exactly but, being feminine (or, when feminine) take the feminine, not masculine, article.

D2.44 These 28 feminine nouns (and the times each of them occurs) are:

dBuooo; (9) the abyss rcil.Ltil.Moq (1) cultivated olive napdfuog (1) seacoast
dyp#LutoE Q) wild olive ruipwog (4) furnace ptlp\og (12) rod, staff
&p60ooro6 (1) amethyst mBar6E (6) box, ark 'P66o5, (1) Rhodes
dttttoE (5) sand vclp\oq (2) oil of nard otinQeqo€ (l) sapphire
dpnd.oE (9) vine vfioog (9) island oopoE (1) coffin
Brioavoq (3) torment v6ooq (11) illness ono66E (3) ashes

Bifl"oE (10) book o669 (101) way, road ord,l;oE (1) a jar
Booooq, (1) fine linen &t(o6og (1) thoroughfare oorcdpwog (1) mulberry tree
&d),ercrog (6) a language e[oo6oE (5) entrance tpipog (3) beaten path
iorcoq, (6) 1og, beam t(o6og (3) departure rpoQdE (1) a nurse
tpnpoS Q0 a desert ndpa\og (1) passage VniQoS (3) pebble, vote
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(Tlris list includes P66og, a name, and four compounds of d6dg; these are not included in
the tally of 28 feminine Second Declension nouns.) In addition, nepi26apo;, -ov, "neighbouring",
a compound two-termination adjective (#5.62, #D4.03) occurring 9 times in the New Testament,
is used with the feminine article (fi nepi26apoE, with yfiunderstood) for "the surrounding region",
thus functioning as if a Second Declension feminine noun.

D2.45 The 22 nouns which can vary in gender (and the times they occur) are:

Can Be Either Masculine or
Feminine Indicating Sex of
the Person/Animal

aprcog (1) bear
&d,rcovog (29) servant, deacon
Ep@og (2) kid, goat
ileo;* 0314) god, goddess
0upap6g (4) doorkeeper
ruh1q),oq (6) camel
rd.r1pov61tog (15) heir
ouyr&npov6lrog (4) fellowheir

p6o7og (6) call young bull, ox
vecorcilpoq (1) templekeeper
6vog (6) donkey, ass

nap06vog (15) virgin

ottyrc),r1 p ov 6 1to 6 is a compound of rcXr1 p ov 6 pto E.

t These three words can also be Second Declension neuter, with a neuter article (again, without there being any difference
in their meaning).
t In the N.T., 0e6gis feminine only once (in Acts 19:37). But the feminine form fledalso occurs once (in Acts 19,27).

D3. THE THIRD DECLENSION

D3.O GENERAL RULES FOR THIRD DECLENSION WORDS

D3.01 The Third Declension consists of those words for which the numbercase suffixes are added
directly to the word root, without any linking vowel. Their noun root thus also becomes their stem.
The flexion patterns of these words are determined by two main factors: their gender, and their stem
phonemes. Gender makes a difference to the numbercase suffixes. Also, the words fall into different
categories according to whether the stem ends in a vowel or a consonant (and are further subdivided
into paradigms by the nature of the last phoneme of the stem - there are different paradigms
for labials, palatals, dentals, liquids, and so on). Accordingly the behaviour of these words can be
described by means of rules relating to their gender and their stem phonemes. Most of the
paradigms of Third Declension words are regular, that is to say, all the forms of their flexions can be
predicted from their nominative and genitive singular forms on the basis of these descriptive rules
(given below); in a small number of words, alternative ways are used for handling the conjunction
of stem and suffix. Some stems originally ended in digamma, and when this dropped out of Greek
(# l.2L) this left some complications for the digamma words. In addition, there are several words
which have unexpected ways of forming their nominative singular form from their stem and are
therefore to be classed as irregular; and there are afew which are irregular in other forms.

D3.02 Some Third Declension adjectives do not have separate masculine and feminine forms, but
have a flexion which is common to both masculine and feminine. Such a flexion can be said to be
common gender, or (more informatively), personal gender, in contradistinction from the neuter
gender.

Can Be Either Masculine or
Feminine With No Difference in
Word Meaning

t ild:Faorpog (4) alabaster flask
ciryw9og (2) wormwood
Bdrog (5) thornbush
Bripril"LoE (1) beryl
Lryvog (5) winepress
LiBavoq (2) frankincense
Ltltog (12) hunger, famine
yttlplrapog (1) marble
opdpay\og (1) emerald

tiiooanoE (2) hyssop
I TaLroLiBavog (2) burnished bronze
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D3.03 The stem of a word is obtained by removing the genitive singular suffix (usually -og, but in
a small number of paradigms it has lengthened to -co€); but account must also be taken of some
words which tse two stems in deriving the full range of forms for their flexion, and of other words
which have lost the final digamma or sigma of their stems and then contracted.

D3.04 The masculine nominative singular (or the personal nominative singular, where there is no
separate feminine gender), and the feminine nominative singular of some nouns, is formed by
adding the numbercase suffix -g to the stem. This suffix is never added by the neuter nominative
singular, but there are some neuter words which have their stem ending in -5, and for this reason
these will have their nominative singular form ending in -9.

D3.05 To form the Third Declension masculine or feminine accusative singular, words with a
vowel stem add -v, and words with a consonant stem add -u. For all other flexion forms, both
vowel- and consonant-stem words take the same numbercase suffixes.

D3.06 As is universally the case in Greek declension, Third Declension neuter nominative,
vocative and accusative forms are the same as each other, within both the singular and the plural;
and in the plural the form for these three cases always adds -ato its stem as its numbercase suffix.

D3.07 As a Greek word can only end (#1.64) in a vowel or in -v, -p or -g (including -Vand -0,
then whenever the form of a word ends in one of the other consonants this consonant will drop off.
This situation will occur in particular when a stem ends in a "not-permitted-as-final" phoneme and
the word form consists of the stem only (for example, numbers of Third Declension vocatives, and
the neuter nominative-vocative-accusative singular of many Third Declension words). \
D3.08 In general, the phonemic modification rules which apply to verbs operate for nouns also: a
labial plus -obecomes -V, apalatal plus -obecomes -$, adental drops out before -o, and -odrops
off when added to a liquid. -o is usually incompatible with an oral liquid, though some rare
instances exist where -)"q, and -po- occur together. In most words where -v- and -5 arc brought
together, the -g simply slides off the nasal liquid; in a few forms the -g forces the -y- out of the
word; at no time can -v- and -g coexist together in the sequence -vo- or -vg in a word (except in
some words of foreign origin).

D3.09 In Third Declension consonant-stem words, a short vowel can stand as the last vowel of the
nominative singular form only (a) when followed by a double consonant (e.g., QL6€, "flame"); or
(b) when the word is neuter (e.g., Ev, "one thing"): but not otherwise. In a word from which no
stem consonant has been lost, or which had two consonants at the end of its stem and has lost one
but retained one, then the last vowel if -e- will lengthen to -r7-, and if -o- will lengthen to -ct> (e.g.,
dorcp- to d,on1p; fiyepov- to ttyep@v; d,p26ovr- to ci,p76av; ai6oo- to ai6co). Where a stem
consonant has been lost through the addition of a suffix, then compensatory lengthening ocaxs: -r-
to -et- and -o- to -oo- (e.9. no& takes the -gsuffix of the nominative singular and becomes "7106g"
and thence (when the -& drops out in front of the -) nouE; 6vtakes the -gsuffix and becomes EvE,
the -v- drops out and the form becomes ei5). In the dative plural the rule iJ shghtly different: As the
last vowel of the stem is always followed by a full syllable, -ot(v), it can always remain short, and
will do so even if one stem consonant is lost (e.g., fiyeptov-orv becomes fiyeyt6olv; rcolltlv-olv
becomes not1t6,ow). However, when two stem consonants have been lost, then compensatory
lengthening occurs (ap26ovr-o; loses first -r- and then -v- and becomes ctpTouo:; ),,uilevr-ow
loses -r- and -v- and becomes Luildow). Thus also d6oug, 666vroqinthe nominative singular.

NOTE: The widest range of paradigms for different stem phonemes is found for nouns, and these
are now given: the regular paradigms first (D3.1-D3.20), followed by the irregular nouns in each
of these categories (D3.2 1-D3.40).
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D3.1-D3.5 VOWEL STEM NOUNS

STEMS IN UAND T STEMS IN A CONSONANT
WHICH DROPS OUT

267

D3.4 D3.5
6 Baot).e$g rb ytvog

king race

Baoil,ef- Teveo-STEM:

D3.L
o i70ug

fish
i260u-

D3.2
fi notug

city
r6lt-le-

D3.3
o BoOg

ox
Fof-

SN
v
A
G
D

ENDING:
5

--v

-o5
-t

i760uE
i16?ti
i7?ov
i70oog
iX0t5t,

i70oeg
i1g0uag
i706av
UC9uot(v)

16tuE
16Lt
n6l,w
n6kag
16kt
n6ktq
n6).eq
rd),eav
ril,eot(v)

FooE
9oo
BoAv
9oog
Foi
FdeE
FoaS
Bodv
Fouoi(v)

puothedg yevo;
paoil"e0
Baoil.ta yivoq
Baot).taq ybvoog
paoil"et ytvet

Baot).dg ywrl
Buotl,Etg ytvn
Baot).6cov npvdv

Baotkfiot(v) ytveo{v)

P N -Eg,

A -d,s
G -@v
D -ot(v)

D3.1 i260ug (stem in -u) adds the numbercase suffixes to its stem in completely regular fashion
throughout. There is one neuter word that is found in the New Testament which has its stem in -u:

6d,rcpu, "a tear", dative plural \d,rcpoow (note that the neuter does not add the suffix -5, in the

nom)native singular - #D3.04): but most of the few occulrences of this word in the New Testament

overlap with forms from the Second Declension neuter noun with identical meaning, \d,rcpuov.
There are nine nouns of Paradigm D3.1 in the New Testament.

D3.2 n6)tEhas two stems, noht- in the nominative, vocative and accusative singular, and nohe-
in all its other forms. The usual -oggenitive singular suffix has lengthened to -@5 after the short -e-

of the stem (as happens also in D3.4, Baot)"e69): it can be noted that the suffix -og always
lengthens to -arg after -r-, and only after -€-, not after any other phoneme. In the nominative plural
no)"e- has contracted with -eg into nd),ery, and this form is also used for the accusative plural. In
the New Testament there are 191 nouns of ParadigmD3.Z (including names and compounds with
prepositions): 189 of them feminine, one of them masculine (6fi9, 6Qeag, "snake"), ffid one of
them neuter (oivant, owtiner)E, "mustard" - note that it does not add -g in the nominative
singular); together with rfiXuq tttD$a;, "cubit", which has a -u stem in the nominative-vocative-
accusative singular, and in all other forms follows n6hE.

D3.3 The paradigm of podg has derived from the original form of the word with a digamma
stem, but it becomes a vowel-stem noun with the loss of digamma (#1 .2L). Wherever the digamma
occurred before a consonant suffix or in form final position (the vocative), it has been replaced by
upsilon; and wherever it occurred before a vowel suffix it has simply dropped out. Paradigm D3.3
is followed in the New Testament by five words of rather infrequent occurrence: 8o05, "ox" (8);
voOE, "mind" Q$; il"o$E, "voyage" (3); )p0E, "dust" (2); and vaAg, "ship" (1) (but not other
words in -ouE,which are from other paradigms). voOg, ttLo0g and ToOq had been Second Declen-
sion contracted nouns in Classical Greek, and va0q had been variously declined in the different
Greek dialects (#1.11), but inkoinZ Greek they had all come to conform to the paradigm of BoAg.

D3.4 Similarly Baoil"e$6 was originally a consonantal-stem noun. It has come from BaoA,efE,
the digamma dropping out before vowels, ffid being replaced by upsilon before consonants and
also when form final (the vocative). In this paradigm however the digamma has had the effect of a
consonant stem in the accusative singular, in causing the word to take the consonant suffix -4, thus
(after digamma was lost) giving the form Baoil"ila(not"paotA,euv") - contrast po0v. For both
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FoAE and paotLeig, the vowels brought together by the dropping of digamma only contracted in
the following cases: e+e and e+r (to ei), e+u (to eu) and o+u (to ou), i.e. not in the case of e- or o-
followed by a, o or o), or o- followed by e or r. Thus in regard to contraction the behaviour of
digamma-stem nouns is identical with that of digamma verbs (see #C8 .15). There are twenty-three
New Testament words (all masculine) which follow Paradigm D3.4, including the names of seven
towns and cities.

D3.5 The stem of y|vog is yeveo-, but when -o- comes between two short vowels, syncopation
occurs: the -o- is squeezed out and the two short vowels then contract. In the genitive plural, also,
the -o- is syncopated and the e-av is usually contracted into -6v,butmay attimes be found written
uncontracted as -6av. When a suffix commencing with o- is added to a stem in -o, the two simpltfy
into a single -o-. Thus the dative plural yeveo-ot(v) is simplified to ytveo(v). The neuter
nominative singular would usually be the stem form, i.e. ytve6; but instead (for reasons that are not
very clear) this has become ytvog. There are 47 New Testament words which follow Paradigm
D3.5, together with two rare neuters in -aE Ufipa;, "old age": found in the New Testament only in
Luke L:36, in the dative singuiar, lolpet; and rp6,ag, "meat" , in the New Testament only in Romans
I4:2I and 1 Corinthians 8:13, both times in the nominatlve plural, rcpta, uncontracted), and one
rare feminine in stem -og, @i6to6, "modesty", found only in 1 Timothy 2:9 in the genitive singular,
ai6o0).

D3.6-D3.13 CONSONANT STEM NOUNS:
STOP CONSONANTS AND ORAL LIQUID CONSONANTS
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STOP CONSONANTS

D3.6 Palatal D3.7 Labial D3.8 Dental

ORAL LIQUID CONSONANTS
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Liw
x,ipu
LtpoE
LtBi
LiBeg
LiBag
).tBdv
),trtri(v)

noOE
n66a
no66g
no6i
n66eg
n66aE
no66v
rcooi(v)

i otip|
flesh

odpK-

odp€
odprca
oapKgS
oapKt
od,prceq
od,prcag
oaprcdw
oap€i(v)

6hv
S.W. wind

tuF-

6 ro0g
foot
no&

to 1tt),t
honey
ptefur-

e,
o o(Drllp
saviour
o(Drqp-

rd n0p
fire

lTUp-

nap
tTOp

fiopo5
nupi
not
found
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plural

6 docnp
star

docep-

o@rnp
ocorfipu
oacfipog
oarfipt
ocorfipeg
oacfipaE
oau\pav
loacfipot(v))

4"r,)p
aoTepa
dortpoq
d,odpt
&odpeg
dortpag
dortpov
ldoWdot(v))

6 d)"6rcap
cock

d)"erctop-

d),6rcrap
d)"6rcopa
d)"6rcopoE
d),trcropt
d),6rcopeg
d,L1rcropug
d)"erc6pav
fd,Lhrcropot(v)l

d iiSap
water

$6ary-l66at

ii6arcE
ti6au
ii6ara
ti6aca
$6drav
$6ao{v)

NEUTER NOUNS
d ydLa

milk
yaharcr-

yd,),arcro6
yd),arct
ydLarcru
ya)"arcca
ya)"d,rctav
ydLa&(v)

none
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D3.6 A palatal stem consonant amalgamates with -o- into -(.Paradigm D3.6 is followedby 24
New Testament nouns, 23 of personal (masculine or feminine) gender and one that is neuter. This
neuter noun is yd),a, yd,),arcrog, "milK' (5 times in the New Testament; stem ya)"arcr- - compare
v6€, vDKt6E, ri, "night"). The neuter does not add the suffix -S of the nominative singular
(#D3.04), so the nominative singular form of this word becomes ya),arc and then progressively
yaLarcand ya),a, because neither -6nor -Kcan stand at the end of a word (#D3.07). In the dative
plural the -z drops out before the -ot(v) suffix, giving ffi"a&(v). Thus this word is completely
regular in its forms, being predictable in accordance with the phonemic rules of Greek.

D3.7 A labial stem consonant amalgamates with -ointo -rp. Nouns with a labial stem are very rare
in Greek, and there are only seven of them in the New Testament which between them only occur on
a total of nine occasions. These nouns (and their frequency) are: Ai1|oy, Aihionog, 6, "Ethiopian"
(l);'ApaV,'Apa\o6, 6, "Arabian" (1); rccovany, rcavanoq, 6,"gnat", "mosquito" (L); )"at)"aty,
),ai),unog, i, "storm", "squall" (3); LiV, LtBog, d, "south-west wind", "facing south-west" (1);

1lo),toty, pd,anco;, 6, "wound" (l); orc6)"oy, orcLLono;, 6, "splinter", "thonl" (1). There are
none that are neuter.

D3.8 A dental stem consonant drops out before a sigma suffix. This means that the nominative
singular will end in a vowel plus -S; it that vowel is -e- or -o-, it will take compensatory lengthening,
-e- into -eu and -o- into -oD-, in "compensation" for the loss of the dental (see #D3.09). This
compensatory lengthening in the nominative singular means that that form always contains a long
vowel or diphthong when it ends in a single consonant. Thus the stem no& gives the nominative
singular rog, which then lengthens to noug in accordance with this rule. In this paradigm there is
no compensatory lengthening for the same loss of the dental in the dative plural, so that the dative
plural ts nooi(v), unlengthened. Paradigm D3.8 is followed by 74 nouns in the New Testament:34
of them (alI feminine) in -0179, -*rycog (1) or -r't15, -rnrog (33; this is an ending by which an
abstract noun is made, such as "holiness", "likeness", "kindness", "stubbornness", "oldness",
"brightness" - the Greek equivalents of all of these being included in this group); 31 of them (all
feminine) ending in-tE, -t6o6(25) or -ag, -a6o6(5) or -o6, -u6oE(1); one in-tE, -tilog, one in -tg,
-Lrog (both feminine); five in -TlG, -qroE(2) or -(Dg, -@ro;Q) (all masculine); one in -aq(naiE,
na66Q which is both masculine and feminine, fltrd one which is neuter (1ttX,t, lttAttog). The
neuter does not add the suffix -5 of the nominative singular (#D3.04), so this form becomes peht
and then plh,because -zcannoi stand at the end of a word (+O3.OZ). fnis word is thus completely
regular in its fonns, being fully predictable. It occurs only four times in the New Testament. There
are two neuter paradigms which have dental stems and which are sub-paradigms of D3.8:

D3.9 D3.10 D3.9 This paradigm is in fact identical with \tt)t,
rb odpa rc rc1,pag p6,)"rco9, rd (the neuter of D3.8), but has the distinctive
body horn feature that the stems of all the words of this paradigm end

srnrv: oapar. {xr!,21- fti[_it"],:i*!i!llrTiEli+$i":3ffi'"J"fl,''i;
S N odpa rtpag

A odpa rchpaE
G ocoparcg rctparog
D oolrau rctpau

P N oapara rchpata
A oropara rctpara

Declension neuter category being followed by 140 New
Testament nouns. (The one irregular noun of this paradigm
is given at#D3.29.)

D3.L0 This paradigm consists of neuter words which
have two stem s, - ag in the nominative-vocative-accusative
singular, and -ar in all other forms. Paradigm D3.10 is

G ocopdrcav rceprhav followed by four New Testament nouns: d,Lug, d,Larog,
D oc6ltaot(v) rctpaot(v) 16, "salt" (7.); rctgaE rc6par95, r6,."hor:n" (11); rtpag,

ntparcg, r6,"errd" (4); and rtpag, ttparcE, t6,"wonder",
"ma^rvel" (16). Declined similarly are Qdtg, Qarog, t6,"light" (73), and perfect active participles in
-(D5, -oro5(#D5.13, #D5.33). (The one irregular noun of this paradigm is set out at #D3.30.)

)
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D3.11 There are two oral liquid consonants: ), and p. Only one noun exists in Greek with stem in
-)", d),q,, a),og, d, "salt", and this is found only once in the New Testament, in the accusative
singular form cil,a in Mark 9:50 (and it occurs a second time in the preceding verse in some
manuscripts in the dative singular form, dLi). There was a strong tendency in Greek to avoid
having a liquid followed by S as in aL;, and in koin7 Greek this word has virtually been replaced
by a newer word, aX,ag, d),acoq, td, which follows Paradigm D3.10. All other oral liquid nouns
have stems ending in -p. Paradigm D3.11 comprises those with stems ending in a long vowel and
-p. The seven such nouns in the New Testament (and their frequency) are: five in -np @ll
masculin e): vtnnip, -npo;, d, "washbasin" (L); oru'cnp, -fipoE, 6, "stater" (a coin) (2); ocorip,
-fipo;, d, "saviow" (24); $owrr1p, -fipoq, d, "radiance" (2); yaparcu1p, XaparctfipoS,6, "exact
likeness" (1); and one feminine: yeip, 76ery69, i1, "hand" (L76; this flexion has one irregular form
and will be discussed under Irregular Nouns, #D3.31); and one neuter: rcfip, ttDpo;, T6,"fte" (71).
The masculine nouns in -np are all completely regular; but it should be noted that because the
nominative singular suffix -gwill not hold on a liquid but slides off, in consequence the nominative
singular of these words ends in their stem phonemes, -t?p, and the numbercase suffix is O (the zero
morph). The neuter noun n$p is completely regular (it is not found in the plural). Further, it can be
noted that there are no nouns with stems tn -@p. The dative plural form in the paradigm,
oatfipot(v), is given in brackets because it is somewhat uncertain. No instance of it occurs in the
New Testament and it is rare in other koin7 writing - unlike the nominative singular -6, the dative
plural ending -o(v) can succeed in holding its position on the oral liquid stem, but nonetheless
there seems perhaps to be something of a tendency for writers of Greek to avoid the form.

D3.12 As with all other stems in -p, nouns with -sp stems cannot hold the -g of the nominative
singular, but this -g slides off the liquid. Unless neuter, a short vowel cannot stand in the nomina-
tive singular when followed only by a single consonant and therefore in that form the -ep lengthens
to -np in conformity with Rule #D3.09. The dative plural form in the paradigm, dorpdo{v), is
given in brackets because it is somewhat uncertain. This is the form from Attic Greek (Goodwin

9275,p.57), and it can be seen that it avoids the undesired conjunction of -p and o- by dropping the
-e- before the -p and separating the -p- and -o- with an -d. But no instance of this form occurs in
the New Testament and it is not found at all in any other koinZ writings or inscriptions. It is
interesting that in the one place in the New Testament where a dative plural of docr1p could be
used - Luke 2l:25 - we find instead, d,otporg, from the parallel but much rarer Second Declension
neuter noun d,otpov, with the same meaning (used only four times in the New Testament, against
the 24 occrurences of dont il . ln all forms of this paradigm other than the nominative singular and
dative plural, the -ep of the stem remains unchanged. There are only two regular nouns of
Paradigm D3.L2: docnp, dortpog, d, "star" (24), and dip, d6,pog, 6, "aif' (7), both masculine;
there are no feminines or neuters. (The irregular nouns of this paradigm are given at#D3.32.)

D3.L3 When a noun stem ends rn -op, it follows the same pattern as for Paradigm D3.12: the
nominative singular suffix -g slides off the liquid, and the requirement to have a long vowel in the
nominative singular when followed by a single consonant (#D3.09) means that the -op of the stem
lengthens to -alp. The dative plural form in the paradigm, d)"trcopot(v), is given in brackets
because it is somewhat uncertain. No instance of it occurs in the New Testament and it is almost
non-existent in other koinZ writings. The eight nouns, all masculine, of Paradigm D3.13 which
occur in the New Testament (and their frequency) are d)"6rcrap, -opoq, d, "cock" (12); rcat4yap,
-opoe, 6, "accuser" (1); KooltoKptitcop, -opo;, 6, "world ruler" (1); rcuitap, -opo;, 6,
"possessor" (1); fiavroKptirap, -opog, 6,"the Almighty" (used of God) (10); npd,rcrap, -opog, 6,
"court officer" (2); prircop, -opog, d, "spokesman" (l); onercooldtap, -opo;, d, "executioner"
(1). There are no feminines of this paradigm. There is one common neuter noun which can be
classified with this paradigm but which has two stems: ii6cop, ii6arog, T6, "water" (76) has the
stem -ap in the nominative-vocative-accusative singular, and then (ike r6Atg,D3.2) a different
stem in the remaining forms, which are taken from ii6ar-. Like ii6ap, but with the first stem in
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-qp, are Qptup, Qptarog, T6,"well" (7); and 6Vap, -, T6, "dream" (6 - but this word is defective
and used only in the nominative and accusative).

D3.14-D3.20 CONSONANT STEM NOUNS: NASAL LIQUID CONSONANTS

NOTE: The phonemes v and q are incompatible in Greek, that is, they cannot occur together in the

sequence -vo- or -v;in a Greek word. Therefore, when a stem ends in -v and a sigma suffix is

added, either the -g slides off the -y and disappears, or the -g dislodges the -v (#D3.08). When a

noun stem ends in a long vowel plus -v, the nominative singular suffix -g always slides off; when a
noun stem ends in -av, -ev, -ov, -avr, -evr, -ovr or -uvr, the -g usually slides off the -v but in
certain words the -g pushes the -v out of the stem altogether. In the dative plural, the suffix -ot(v)
always dislodges the -v.

STEMS IN.V STEMS IN -VZ

Vowel: Unchanged Alters Alters Unchanged

D3.14 D3.15 D3.16
6 aiav o triv o ryyepciv
age month leader

STEM: aiav- pnv- iyettov-

D3.17 D3.I.8
6 noryriv o dpyav
shepherd ruler
lEoqtev- dpl6ovr-

D3.19 D3.20
6 66otq 6 iptdrq

tooth strap
66ovr- iltavr-

SN
A
G
D

PN
A
G
D

aicitv ttiv fiyelrav no4triv
aidva ttfiva fiyeltovu no4ftva
aifiwog ttnvi; riyep6voq no4ftvog
aifitvt tnlvi iyep6vt no4ttvt
ai6veq, pnveE ryyepiveg no4ttveE
aidwag pnvag rlyepovds no4t|vaq,
aicivav pryvdv fiyelr6vrov notptvcov
ai6ot(v) ttnoi(v) nTett6ot(v) nory6,ot(v)

d,p26av o6oug ipaE
dp11ovra 666vca ipdwa
dpyovrog 666vrc8 ipdvrog
d,p26ovn 666vn ipuvrt
apyovreg q63weg ipdvceg
(OXgrrog o.63wag iprivcci,
dpT6vtcov 666vrav iudrycav
dpXouot(v) 66ofiot(v) ipdo{v)

D3.141D3.15 When a stem ends in a long vowel plus -q the nominative singular suffix -5 slides off
the liquid. The dative plural suffix -ot(v) dislodges -y. Paradigm D3.14 is followed by 17 New
Testament nouns (15 masculine, 2 feminine, none neuter). Paradigm D3.15 is followed by
two New Testament nouns, ltiv, pnv6g, d, "month" (18) and"ELl,t1v, "Eh)'tlvo;, d, "Greek" (26);
and also by one word each in -w and -w: cb6iv, cb&voE, ti, "birthpains" (4), and peywrdv,
peywchtos, 6, "person of high status" (3).

D3.16/D3.17 When a stem ends in -ov or -ev, the nominative singular suffix -5 slides off the liquid,
and the short vowel, being followed by a single consonant, -v, then lengthens (into -av and -ryv
respectively - #D3.09). In the dative plural, the suffix -ot(v) dislodges the -v of the stem; but as

the-short vowel (-o- or -e-) is now followed by another syllable, not just by a single consonant, this
vowel remains unlengthened. Paradigm D3.16 is followed by 13 New Testament nouns and by all
New Testament adjectives in -av (#D4.8) except drcav and brcov (#D4.5). Paradigm D3.17 is
followed by four New Testament words, and there is a fifth word in which (as can sometimes be
found) the nominative singular suffix -g pushes the -v out of the word, the -evg thus flrst of all
giving -eg and then (by compensatory lengthening for the loss of the stem consonant - #D3.09),
6ecomini -ttS. The word in which this occurs is the masculine flexion of dg, tv6g, "one". In the
neuter of this word, no -g suffix is added in forming the nominative singular (#D3.04), and
therefore the form is ifu, and being neuter the short vowel in this form does not lengthen in any way
(#D3.0e).

D3.18 When, as in d,p26av, dp16ovcog, a stem ends rn -ovr, then the -r drops out before a sigma
suffix, giving -ov;, and next the -6 slides off the -% leavin g -ov, and the short vowel followed by a
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single stem consonant lengthens, becoming -av (#D3.09). However, in the dative plural, -ovt-ow
becomes first -oy-ow and then (as in Paradigm D3.16) the suffix -olv dislodges the -v to give
-oor. But two phonemes (-v and -t) have now been lost from the stem and therefore
compensatory lengthening occurs (#D3.09) to produce -oDolv. This Paradigm is thus completely
in accord with the rules, ffid therefore is to be classified as regular. Paradigm D3.18 is followed by
five New Testament nouns, the adjectives arcav and trcrbv (#D4.5), and all participles in -av
(#D5.1 1).

D3.19 There are a small number of words with stem in -ovr which follow the alternative
phonemic pattern: the -r drops out before a sigma suffix, and then the nominative singular -g
dislodges the -q giving -oq, and because two stem consonants have now been lost from the
nominative singular, compensatory lengthening occurs, giving -oDE (#D3.09). This phonemic
pattern is followed by one noun , d6oig, 666wog, d, "tooth" (12), and participles in -oog (#D5.31,
#D5.32). Furthermore, it is also followed by participles in -eq: as these have their stem in -evr,the
-v and -rdrop out in the manner of this Paradigm and the -e- of the stem becomes -er- before sigma
by compensatory lengthening (#D3.09).

D3.20 Some words with stem tn -avr and -ovc follow the same phonemic pattern as for Paradigm
D3.19. However, as in the case of ipriE, iprtvcog, d, "strap" (4), the stem vowel -d,or -u lengthens
but does not change its form before sigma. Paradigm D3.20 is followed by this one noun, the
adjectives rd6 and d,naE (#D4.6), participles in -46 (#D5.31, #D5.32), and participles in -ug
(#Ds.31).

D3.21-D3.40 IRREGULAR NOUNS

Many of Paradigms D3.l toD3.20 contain nouns which are irregular in one or more forms. These
are discussed here, in relation to the particular Paradigm which they follow, each irregular flexion
carrying a paradigm number which is higher by 20 than the coresponding regular Paradigm.

D3.21-D3.25 There are no New Testament irregulars for paradigms D3.1 to D3.5.

D3.26 D3.26 D3.29 D3.30
hair wife/woman strife ear

i epie n Tovi n Epq cb gis
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D3.31 D3.32 D3.32
hand father husband/man

n )Gip 6 nantp 6 dvrip
,dveo-)$tp- narep- lauap_

S N epiE yDvi
V epi€ ydvat
A cpiya yuva?,rca
G qt266g yovarc6E
D rpryi yovarci

P N rpt26eg yuvdrceq
A rpiTag yovdrcag
G cpt76v yuvanrcfiv
D ept€i(v) yuvat(i(v)

i,p$ o$,s xei! nqrnp q,uip
1PtE o\5 Xe? lcarep qyry
Epw oti; 26etpa nadpa dv6pa
Ep6oE dr6g 7ery69 naq6g dv\pdq
Eptdt cbri peryi narpi dv6pi
tt?^,(pttE ciira ffi?tS na#,peq 4y6ItEEpery ciica 26e?pag nartpag dv\paq
bpi\av ciircov yerybv nactpav dvfipfitv
tpwt(v) cboi(v) Tepoi(v) narpd,ot(v) dv6pd,ot(v)

D3
of
0o
6,
sin

D3

D3
nor
Kl)

D3
fro;
the
d1r

D3,

D3.26 ilpi€, tpry6q, "hai.r" (15) has word stem ilpty,-, but Greek avoids having in a word two
successive syllables commencing with an aspirate. This is usually achieved by the first such
aspirate losing its aspiration (called "de-aspiration - #82.8). Thus the de-aspirated stem becomes
rpLX,- in all forms of the flexion except where the -X amalgamates with sigma to become -(; in
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these two forms there is nothing to prevent the flrst consonant being g. Thus the flexio n of fupi( isin fact in accorl -*ilt, regular-phonemic rules, and follows D3.6] and is not actually irregular(though it certainly looks u: if it -is!). yuvi, yuvarcilq, "wife" i,,woman, (20g) has its stem,yUvanK, as the vocative, and then loses the -r in accord-ance with #D3.07. The flexion followsD3'6 buthas just the one irregularform, the nominative singular iir:i fi"Jeaa of the non-existent
regular form, "yuvan$").

D3.27 There are no New Testament irregulars for paradigm D3J.

D3'28 Four New Testament words with stems in -l- plus a dental have experienced ..interference,,
froq Paradigm D3.? (n6fu), resulting in their being found at times with accusative singular andnominative-accusltivg plural forms ai ir from thaiparadigm (as given ir;-tprE i.1# ilxion
here). Their regular dental-stem constructions for these foins irorTot"irg b:.sl-were in use aswell, and also occur in the New Testament. These four words are: tpn{'Ept6oE, i, ,LrifJ, (q);
d"eig, rd.efi6g, Ti, "key" (6); npoQirtg, rpoQrirt\og, i,,.piophetess,, (2j; ina yiprl, iiiiirc, i,"grace" (155).

D.3'22 y6vu, yova\oS, ,y6, "knee" (12) has two stems: in the nominative-vocative-accusative
singular it is Tovu-(not "1ovq"), and then 'pvdt- in all its other forms, in which it thus follows
P-aradigm D3.9 @6pa). The Second Declension noun odpBaror, iaBBiior, ,i,Gb&h,; (os)
always takes its. dative plural,.form as-- otippaorg from Paradigm D3.g (instead of the 

"*p".t"aSecond Declension form "oaBpatorg", wlich does not occur).

D3.30 o65, cbc65, 16, "ear" (36) follows Paradigm D3.10 in having its stem in -g in the
nominative-vocative-accus ative singular and in -c ii alt other forms of itl flexion, but is ir.Iufa,
in having -ou as its stem vowel in these -gforms instead of -a(which would have been 

"rpE.t.Ofrom the genitive singular dde.

D3.31 ryig, ryap9i, ri, "hand" (.176) follows Paradigm.D3.l I (oactl1and has just one irregular
form: the dativ" p]gul i, trPgiv (not."7erpotu-').-ltciptoS, i(rpc;pbi 

-0, ,,iirness,, (35)"also
follows Paradigm D3.11, and has two_inegutar foirns. tt"r" iraue ubttr iesulted from trrasigma
suffixes of the nominative. singular and dative plural dislodging the - p of the stem in both forms
and giving respectively ltriprug (instead of "1tdpary") and [,afruoru (instea d of ,,paprupo:rv,,).

D?:32 Tlarip, natp65-, 6, "fathet'' (415) follows Paradigm D3.t2 (dontil but loses the shorr -e-of its stem in some of its forngs. L_rk: oocrlp *e decliied pipaii, t i;'pi;, ,r, "*;;hrIri+l;
e.Dygolp, ?oyarp2f,.!:jfd-aughter" (28); ana yaon1p, y"iipffg, ;i,',,;;;il<gi. aiii-,niiae,
d, "husband"l"man" (2rc) haltwo rir-i, dvdp- in lif ror-J"iiept the nominative and vocative
singular, where itis dvep-. Allowing for this, iis flexion is very similar to that ton nacri.

D3.33-D3.34 There are no New Testament irregulars for paradigms D3.13 and D3.14.

D3.35 rc60w, rcuv65, 6, "dog" (5) follows Paradigm D3.15, but has two stems, K1)@v in thenominative singular and Kov- in all other forms of its flexion (its dative plural thus being,-
KOOTV).

y3.37. dgiv, dpv65, d, "lamb".(1) has_an original stem dpev- (like fioqnv-, D3.I7) but, apart
from in the nominative, has lost the -e-.Ito..uir.orly once in the'New Testament (Luke tO::j, in
*.:.:::ryiY.^ply4, 4pYoE,the Second Declension diminutive form dpiioi, A;;i;;,-ii(ioi, *u1|o5, dpvoi, 6 G), being the words preferred by New Testament writers.

D3.38-D3.40 There are no New Testament irregulars for paradigms D3.18 to D3.ZO.


